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The Contract Market



TIME-HONOURED TECHNICAL QUALITY
With a strong foothold in the Contract 
market for some years now, Dickson has 
already been manufacturing and marketing 
fire retardant fabrics that meet the strictest 
safety standards, in compliance with 
European and international guidelines.

A market victoriously penetrated by Dickson a few years ago

SERVING TODAY’S DEMANDING DESIGNERS 
Now we have developed a new collection of 
particularly high-end fireproof fabrics, designed in 
keeping with the latest interior decorating trends. 



Inspiration

We travelled all around the world analysing the social 
trends, getting a clear understanding of the interior 
decorating and design trends… to come up with a 

unique, decidedly creative collection.





A luminous yet understated ambiance.
Goodbye gaudy gold and shiny silver, 

make way for subtle brass, antique gold, brushed metal
and subdued colour tones.

Chocolate teams up with shades of yellow mustard and warm brown cognac.
Interiors are cosy and dark, delicately illuminated with a 

positively upscale glow.





A vibrant, stylish atmosphere.
Red and orange splashes organise the space in clear-cut blocks of colour 

on the furniture, bedding, lighting and so forth.
Aptly paired with comfy beiges, these dynamic shades shed all hints of 

aggressiveness to create a contemporary, welcoming feel.





A manly atmosphere steeped in rich woody tones, from mahogany to ebony, 
and spiked with shades of rust, cognac and camel.

Ideally paired with handcrafted furniture, cabinetry and leather work 
for handsomely refined interiors.





Smoky greys and beiges create an inviting yet dignified atmosphere.
The simplicity of the shades allows the focus to be on the surrounding furniture

for a chic yet comfortable interior.





Wet and wonderful blues, cool yet charged with emotion, 
reflect the latest decorating trends, rekindling with the 

tried and true classics (navy, jean, etc.) while pale blues
add a luminous touch to youthful, urban interiors

balancing contemporary and vintage looks 
for stylishly sophisticated interiors.





Cool turquoise and basic greys create an invigorating atmosphere 
like a wave of newness to liven things up.

From aquamarine to sea foam green, joyous splashes of colour
refresh any room with a designer’s flair. 





Zesty greens team up with beautiful beiges to create a natural atmosphere. 
Pale wood furniture makes the perfect partner for the leafy, 
lime-coloured fabrics. Simplicity is the guiding principal here 

as organic curves and stylized shapes offer
a soothing nod to nature.





Ecology is still at the heart of today’s concerns and 
interior decorators are embracing this movement, integrating its 

colour codes into their designs. Mossy greens and grassy greens
unite with earthy browns to create a jungle atmosphere.

Recycled items and random “finds” come together in 
delightfully motley and totally personal settings.





Ultra violet and radiantly regal tones join forces to create 
a profound atmosphere. 

Dark grey walls are accented by intense amethyst and 
sharp white hues in a mysterious, midnight mood.

The ultimate display case for a profusion of collectables 
like a wizard’s wonder room.  





Rooms get a juicy perk from these tantalising nuances of red fruit: 
black currant, pomegranate, strawberry, raspberry 

and everything in between!
Bed chamber furniture draped in velvety blankets of deliciously rich hues
take on a more contemporary dimension, consorting with 1970s motifs. 



The collection: several different weaves

A collection of 
142 references, 
with 7 different 

weaves.



PRADO

• Panama (natt�) weave 
• 260 gr/m�
• 150 cm + 300 cm widths
• 32 solids
• 40 linear metre rolls (150 cm wide)
• 30 linear metre rolls (300 cm wide)



PRADO

Natt� weave, the heart of the collection.
The chin� look gives this range a stylishly decorative feel.

Splashes of vibrant hues liven up the overall palette
to stay in step with the current decorating trends.



TRIBECA

• Panama (natt�) weave
• 16cm two-toned stripe
• 260 gr/m�
• 300 cm width
• 8 colours
• 30 linear metre rolls



TRIBECA

A classic stripe with a natt� base, 300 cm width (two-toned 16 cm/16 cm stripe).
An elegant array of 8 colours.
This fabric is perfectly suited for curtains, bedcovers and roman blinds.
Each Tribeca reference can be beautifully paired with one of two Prado solids.



SAINT-GERMAIN

• Plain Dobby (armur�) weave
• 225 gr/m�
• 140 cm width
• 8 colours
• 40 linear metre rolls



SAINT-GERMAIN

Small diamond pattern standard 
weave.

A discreet style, ideal for adding a smart 
touch of personality to any room.

A lovely array of natural hues and subtle 
greys mixed with high contrast colours 

to spice up today’s interiors.



KOWLOON

Jacquard weave
260 gr/m�
140 cm width
9 colours
40 linear metre rolls



KOWLOON

A 140 cm wide Jacquard.
Kowloon pattern artfully combines simplicity, modernity and sophistication.

Stylized leaves climb the length of the fabric like vertical stripes.
The palette of natural tones and greys is punctuated with eggplant, turquoise and blue jean hues.



NAVONA

• Sheer veil-like weave
• 80 gr/m�
• 150 cm + 300 cm widths
• 8 colours
• 50 linear metre rolls (150cm wide)
• 40 linear metre rolls (300 cm wide)



NAVONA

Sheer, lightweight veil-like fabric in either
150 cm or 300 cm widths.

The emphasis was intentionally placed on variations 
of a crisp, clean white (opaque white, off-white, 

greyish white), in keeping with 
this type of fabric’s traditional use.

But this line also includes a delicate grey and a 
subtle beige as well as two more intense shades 
(blue jean and chocolate) for a slightly trendier 

touch.
By playing with the transparency of these fabrics, 
the vibrant shades soften and become colourful 

veils.



SOHO

• Dim-Out weave
• 255 gr/m�
• 150 cm + 300 cm width
• 12 colours
• 40 linear meter rolls (150 cm wide)
• 30 linear metre rolls (300 cm wide)



SOHO

Dim-Out room darkening fabric, 
in 150 cm and 300 cm widths.

The Soho line is particularly silky to the touch and 
useful for blocking out all sun light.

The colour palette allows it to blend beautifully 
with chicest options in all the other lines.

It can be used very discreetly as a double curtain to 
balance practical and aesthetic priorities.



SAMOA

• Black-Out weave
• 320 gr/m�
• 300 cm width
• 13 colours
• 30 linear meter rolls



SAMOA

A 300 cm wide Black-Out fabric.
Double-sided versatility: 

coloured on one side, white on the other.
The comprehensive palette includes the 

essential greys and natural hues, 
classic navy and red 

as well as trendy (eggplant, pink, pistachio).



APPLICATIONS



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



Innovative
and decorative textiles 
made for your world



Security Quality

Stylish Designs

DurabilityTimeless

Accessible

Trendy



A complete collection that allows decorators to mix and match, 
playing up complementarities between various shades, patterns 
and weaves to dress up any living space from top to bottom. 

The Dickson Contract collection can be used to make curtains, 
shades, bedcovers, cushions and more – all in perfect harmony.



FIRE RETARDANT FABRIC
that’s environmentally friendly and harmless to humans

REACh stands for Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
restriction of Chemicals. This label requires companies that
manufacture and import chemical substances to evaluate the risks
related to their use and to take all the necessary measures to
manage the identified risks.
All the fabric in the Dickson� Indoor Contract collection is made
exclusively with substances that are considered safe according to
the official REACh criteria.
All the fabric in the Dickson� Indoor Contract collection meets the
Oeko-Tex� 100 certification criteria. This label certifies that our
fabric is free of all toxic substances and harmless to human health,
skin and the environment.



The  Dickson� Indoor  Contract  collection offers the best 
in terms of quality and safety without neglecting the 
fabric’s aesthetic appeal.

Current fire protection laws requires many public places   
to comply with very strict safety standards to minimise the 
risks of fires starting or spreading.

Dickson� manufactures fire retardant fabrics that meet 
the toughest standards, in compliance with European and 
international regulations ( M1 / B1 / C1 / BS / IMO)*. 



MARKETING TOOLS

No. Sample code Designated tool Price



Dickson, a dependable quality partner 
and world renowned expert in 

technical textiles



THE GLEN RAVEN GROUP IN 2011



DICKSON�, world leader in outdoor fabrics

3,500 employees in the Glen Raven Group

75% exports

Distribution in more than

(600 employees in the Dickson� group)

110 countries

worldwide

Spain, Italy, Germany, Sweden, UK, Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Poland, Greece, South Africa, Australia, China, USA, Argentina…

14 subsidiaries



Dickson�, world leader in outdoor fabrics



Dickson, world leader in outdoor fabrics

27,500
11,000

25,000,000
250,000

110

100,000

sq. m. of manufacturing space

sq. m. of logistics space

sq. m. of fabric manufactured daily

looms

reels handled monthly

sq. m. of fabric manufactured annually



THE MARKETS
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D�coration int�rieurINTERIOR DECORATING
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